Abstract
Introduction
The idea of application systems made up from prefabricated software components that could be exchanged via component markets, has been traced at least since the publication of McIllroy in 1968 [1] . Compositional reuse of software is a technique to combine the advantages of both standard software and individually programmed software by a plug-and-playlike reuse of black-box components, which are traded on component markets. In the last decades, techniques that enable the reuse of software code contributing to the realization of the idea have been developed. Such techniques are e.g. code and design scavenging [2] or generative programming [3] . In addition to such techniques developers and users need to be able to express the characteristics of a software component in a standardized way, in order to enable the reuse of black-box software components. A standard specification of software components together with automated compatibility tests for all specification aspects allow companies to search for suitable components in repositories and to integrate them in an application system with small effort.
In this paper a test for coordination aspects of business components is provided. In section 2 the definition of the terms software and business component is given and the specification techniques for describing all relevant aspects of a business component -on which the compatibility tests are based on -is introduced. In section 3 the dependencies to other specification artefacts is illustrated as far as this is necessary for the implementation of the automated compatibility tests. Before presenting the test algorithm and an example of use, logical principles, which are applied while executing the algorithm are depicted. Finally, conclusions are drawn and an outlook on future work is given.
Business Components
According to [4] , a software component consists of different (software-) artefacts. It is reusable, selfcontained and marketable, provides services through well-defined interfaces, hides its implementation and can be deployed in configurations unknown at the time of development. A business component is a software component that implements a certain set of services out of a given business domain.
To trade business components on component markets, it is necessary to standardize and to specify them. Specification becomes more important with respect to third party composition of business components, since the specification might be the only available support for a composer who combines business components from different vendors to an individual application system.
Specification of Business Components
To specify business components in a standardized way, a specification framework has been proposed by [5] . This specification framework (cf. figure 1) considers the description of technical as well as business related aspects and builds the basis for the implementation of automated compatibility tests.
Figure 1.
Multi-layer specification framework [5] In this multi-layer specification framework standardized techniques for the specification of business components on the different levels of abstraction have been chosen using e.g. the Interface Definition Language (IDL) [6] on interface level, the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [7] on behavioural level or the Restructured Business Language [8] on task level. With the use of this specification framework it is possible to describe the complete business logic of and also the quality aspects related to a business component. The framework therefore does not only build the basis for automated compatibility tests, as described in this paper, but also for the implementation of the concept of design by contract [10] , which is based on the concept of software contracts as introduced by Meyer [9] with his programming language Eiffel.
While building application systems based on business components, the design phase should end with a detailed specification of all components needed by using the standardized specification techniques just introduced. With this concept it is possible to decrease the effort of building application systems by reusing existing components. In order to automatically find required components it is necessary to use algorithms for automated compatibility tests on all of the layers of the specification framework mentioned above. In this paper the algorithm for compatibility test on coordination level, where a temporal logic [11] has been chosen as formal specification language, is introduced and described.
Specification on Coordination Level
The purpose of the specification on coordination level is to provide relevant information on how a business component can be integrated into a component based application system from a process point of view. Hence, the specification refers to conditions that have an economic, objective-logical relation to other components or to other services within the business component itself.
According to [4] , on coordination level succession relationships between services and synchronization requirements are specified. The specification artefacts on coordination level may refer in the same manner to services offered by the business component itself as they may refer to services required from other components. If there is no need to specify exactly which component provides the services required, or the component is not known, the service will be addressed to a component called external component. The following unary and binary temporal operators can be used for the specification on coordination level:
The expressions X and Y can hold a logic expression that is subject to changes during its lifecycle. E.g. X could relate to the fact that at a specific point in time the amount of money m stored on an account a is greater than or equal to a given security amount s. That means that X=(m,a,s: m(a)>=s(a)). Looking at the temporal expression always_past X -which means that from the perspective of the actual point in time X has always been valid in the past -with the given X, the expression is only true if in the past the amount on the account has always been greater than or equal to the security amount. For further details and exact semantics of the temporal operators, refer to [11] .
In addition the operators before and after are introduced. The operand of both operators is a request of another service including calling parameters. Thus, these operators have to be distinguished from the temporal operators introduced above, since their operands are services and not logical expressions.
The expression before(service1(par1,par2)) is true in exactly that moment, when the service service1 is being requested with the parameters par1 and par2. The expression after(service1(par1,par2)) is true in exactly that moment, when the execution of the service1 with the parameters par1, par2 has been successfully terminated. Expressions such as before(...) and after(...) can be used as operands in conjunction with other temporal operators. By means of this extension, the moment of service requests can be expressed syntactically more precise with OCL expressions. Furthermore, it is possible to specify conditions relating to different states during processing of a transaction. To complete the key words that can be used for specification, the operators or, and and not can be used for connecting valid expressions.
The usability of this notation for specification of business components has been proved in numerous case studies -among them one very extensive in the field of Strategic Supply Network Development [12] . These case studies indicate that it is not necessary to use notation artefacts provided by the OCL, but that it is sufficient to use the temporal operators presented above with inserting services and parameters at the respective placeholders. Hence, in this paper a restriction to the temporal operators is made and no introduction to the grammar of the OCL is given.
The Algorithm
There are two ways in testing the compatibility of software components, namely by following a formal or a heuristic approach.
For proving the compatibility of two temporal-logic expressions in a formal way existing work in the fields of type systems and compatibility of protocols (cf. [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] ) needs to be taken into account building the basis for the formal tests. The operators introduced above would therefore need to be transformed into a finite state machine. But since [17] showed in a formal demonstration that this is not possible, a heuristic approach has been pursued in the work presented and will be described in detail next.
To provide an algorithm for the test of two specification artefacts on coordination level, first of all a definition of compatibility must be given. In this context the dependency between specification on coordination and interface level is described and rules for transforming specification artefacts in logical equivalent expressions are given. Subsequently, the procedure of the algorithm is presented concluding with an example for the execution of the algorithm.
Definition of Compatibility
To test the compatibility of two specification artefacts on coordination level, the logical equivalence of two temporal logic expressions has to be proved. Thereby the syntactical structure of two expressions is decisive. Since the specification artefacts on coordination level represent a temporal extension of propositional logic, two specification artefacts are equivalent if they represent the same truth function. With the aid of truth tables the logical equivalence of expressions in propositional logic can be verified. This holds for the temporal operators, but not for the services and their parameters, which are defined on interface level, since these are the operands of a temporal-logic expression. Thus, the equivalence of services and their parameters is not within the scope of this paper. The definition of compatibility for these constructs and an automated test on equivalence has been presented in [18] .
Dependency on Interface Level
The compatibility algorithm on interface level [18] , which is also used for testing parts of the specification on coordination level as just mentioned, compares IDL declarations and tries to construct an unequivocal mapping of these declarations -generating adapters if necessary. To reduce complexity, this compatibility algorithm is divided into sub-algorithms, which can be refined. Among these sub-algorithms there is one for testing the equivalence of services offered by a business component and another to test the equivalence of parameters of those services. These compatibility algorithms, which are heuristic algorithms for testing syntactical equivalence on interface level, are used during the execution of the test algorithm on coordination level. If the test for temporal artefacts on coordination level is successful, the services and the according parameters -thus the variables of the logical expressions -are passed to the interface level sub-algorithms returning either compatibility (and possibly a set of adapters) or incompatibility. This result is incorporated in the construction of the result of the compatibility test on coordination level.
Logical Rules
The aim of the compatibility algorithm on coordination level is to automatically verify, if two specification artefacts are logical equivalent. This is given, if both of them or any pair of logical equivalent expressions of each of the specifications have the same truth function. These logical equivalent expressions are constructed by applying the logical rules. There are two groups of logical rules: rules for propositional logic [19] and equivalence rules according to Emerson [20] for temporal operators. The rules for expressions in propositional logic state transformations for the operators and, or and not and can be divided in the two rules from De Morgan and the two Distributive Laws [19] .
Since realistic specification artefacts are usually strongly nested, the expressions are additionally represented as a tree structure in the following. Thus, the readability is enhanced and the procedure of the algorithm, introduced in section 3.2., which compares two structures and tries to match them, becomes more well-defined.
Figure 2. Rule from De Morgan
The first rule from De Morgan is shown in figure 2 , whereby the second De Morgan rule can be generated by replacing every or by an and and every and by an or. The same operation leads to the second Distributive Law, if it is applied to the first Distributive Law, displayed in figure 3 .
The literals X, Y, and Z represent sub trees that are not specified any further. They can be services with their parameters or complex sub trees. In the first case they need to be passed to the algorithm for the test on interface level, in the second case the use of further logical rules needs to be examined.
Figure 3. Distributive Law
The rules for temporal operators according to Emerson [20] state equivalence only for few operators. In [20] the existence of operators like sometime_past X or always_past Y is mentioned, but there are no rules defined for transforming these expressions into syntactically equivalent expressions. Therefore there are no rules considered for these two operators and for the operators X sometime_since_last Y and X always_since_last Y. figure 4) . Two more rules can be generated by replacing every sometime by either always or initially. Since the operator sometime_past introduced above is more restrictive than the operator sometime (for a formal demonstration cf. [17] ), the algorithm takes every sometime_past in a specification as sometime.
The trees in figure 5 are Distributive Laws for the operator until, once for the disjunction of two variables being the right sub tree of the operator until and once for being the left sub tree. Here again two more rules can be gained by replacing every or by an and.
Figure 6. Equivalence Laws according to Emerson for unary operators
The transformation rules depicted in figures 6 and 7 finally determine the substitution of the operator sometime by the operator always and the operator until by the operator before. The rules introduced above, defining the transformation of a temporal logic expression into a logical equivalent expression, represent the most important rules and are therefore used during execution of the compatibility test. If further rules should be considered, the algorithm could be easily extended.
Procedure of the Algorithm
As shown in figure 8 , the algorithm starts with testing the identity of both trees with respect to the commutative character of the operators or and and, i.e. if there is a differing sequence of two temporal operators connected with or or and, the two operators are switched in order to achieve a match of two trees.
If a match of two trees is possible, the algorithms returns true for indicating the logical equivalence, otherwise equivalence rules that could be executed are searched. In case that there are no equivalence rules available, false is returned for indicating that no logical equivalence could be proven automatically. This result is not a final decision, because only predefined equivalence rules are considered. Although these rules are the most important ones, they constitute only a part of all possible rules. Hence, if the algorithm returns true, the two trees are indeed logically equivalent, but if the algorithm returns false, there is a high probability that the trees are not logical equivalent, but there might exist a logical rule, which has not been considered in the algorithm, that would lead to a positive result. For this reason, every time the algorithm returns false, the part of the tree, where the equivalence could not be proved, is marked such that a human user could examine the problem manually. This mark is likewise used for services that could not be matched by the interface algorithm. first specification tree has to be identical with one of the roots of the rule tree. The other root of the rule tree has to be identical with the root of the second specification tree. If a match is possible, the algorithm will try to match the direct child as well. After having applied the equivalence rule, the sub trees need to be tested. Thus, the algorithm is recursively called for each sub tree of the specification tree examined.
Example
The algorithm will be demonstrated on the following example (cf. figure 9) , showing two conditions for the service AcceptOrder (order:Order) of two business components BC_A and BC_B. Both conditions determine, that for the execution of the service AcceptOrder with a specific order, it is necessary that the services DeleteInvoice and DelteCustomerData have not been executed for this specific order or, that the service DeleteOrder has been executed for this specific order.
BC_A::AcceptOrder (order:Order) (sometime_past(not((DeleteInvoice(order))or (DeleteCustomerData(order))))) or (sometime_past(DeleteOrder(order))) BC_B:: AcceptOrder (order:Order) sometime_past(((not(DeleteInvoice(order)))and (not(DeleteCustomerData(order))))or (DeleteOrder(order)))
Figure 9. Example specification
Since the matching of the signatures of the services is tested with the algorithm introduced in [18] , they are replaced by the labels ServiceX, ServiceY and ServiceZ in the following. The two conditions can be represented as trees as depicted in figure 10: Figure 10 . Tree of example specification First, the algorithm tests if the two trees are equivalent without applying any transformation. Since the labels or and sometime_past are different, an equivalence rule is needed that has these two labels as combination of tree roots in order to examine the two tree structures on logical equivalence. In this example the algorithm identifies the first Distributive Law according to Emerson (cf. figure 4) as equivalence rule that could be applied. Subsequently, for each sub tree in the equivalence rule the child nodes and their connections have to match the sub trees in the assigned tree of the specification. In the example the sub trees of the specification tree of business component BC_A have to match the sub trees of the second tree of the Distributive Law (cf. figure 11) . Since the algorithm could match the connections of the sub trees, the algorithm is started recursively by testing the equivalence of the sub tree of BC_A which corresponds to the sub tree with label X of the second tree of the Distributive Law and the sub tree of BC_B which corresponds to the sub tree with label X of the first tree of the Distributive Law. The matching of the sub trees corresponding to the sub trees labelled with Y is done respectively, whereby the algorithm is able to match the sub trees without applying any transformation.
For the sub trees corresponding to the sub trees labelled with X, the algorithm is started recursively. In this pass an equivalence rule in order to examine the syntactical equivalence of the sub trees has to be searched, since the roots of the sub trees not and and are not identical. The equivalence rule that has this combination of root nodes is the first rule of De Morgan (cf. figure 2 ). There the algorithm is able to match the root nodes and the child nodes of the sub tree BC_A to the first tree of the tree according to De Morgan (cf. figure 13 ) and the root nodes and the child nodes of the sub tree BC_B to the second tree of the tree according to De Morgan (cf. figure 14) . For returning the final result of the example, the algorithm would hand over the services ServiceX, ServiceY and ServiceZ to the algorithm for the test on interface level. Presuming that the services and their parameters of both specifications could be matched, the algorithm would return as final result, that the conditions for the execution of the service AcceptOrder (order:Order) offered by the business component BC_A and BC_B are logical equivalent and that interface specifications of the according services could be matched too.
Summary and Outlook
The algorithm introduced in this paper tests the equivalence of two specifications on coordination level, describing the succession relationships of services offered by business components. Thereby, a standardized specification technique is considered, which is adapted according to experiences made in realistic case studies. This algorithm has been implemented and integrated in a tool for specifying business components according to [5] , whereby the combination with an algorithm for the test of interfaces [18] has been realized.
Moreover tests on compatibility of business-related aspects of software components as stated in [21] have been developed and integrated in the tool for specifying software components. Thus, the following layers according to [5] can be tested automatically when searching existing software components: task level, terminology level, behavioural level, and interface level. These tests as well as their integration in the implemented tool are presented in [22] . Thus an important prerequisite for establishing component markets on which software components are traded and software applications can be built with small effort combining the advantages of individually programmed software and standard software has been fulfilled.
